
fluorideAspirin and Tylenol

What am I? I am aspirin and Tylenol.

Where do I come from? The part of 

aspirin that makes a person better is from

the bark of a willow tree. Scientists in labs 

make Tylenol. You can buy me in a pharmacy.

What do I do? I am a pill or powder that  

     makes headaches and fevers disappear.  

     Tylenol is usually better for children   

     than aspirin.

What am I?  I am fluoride.
Where do I come from? Fluoride 
is found in nature. I can be a gas, 
like air, or a liquid, like water.
What do I do?  I make children's 
teeth strong! I am in toothpaste,      
   mouthwash, and even in the water  
    supply.



alcoholimmunizations

What am I? I am immunizations. I

can also be called vaccinations,

inoculations, or "baby shots."

Where do I come from? I am made from

just a little bit of the same germs that can

make a person sick.

What do I do? I help the body fight off

those same bad germs. Children all over the

world are safe from diseases like measles

and mumps because of me.

What am I? I am a clear liquid with a
burning taste.
Where am I found? I can be found in
drinks like beer, wine, and whiskey. I have
been around for thousands of years. I'm
possibly the world's oldest known drug!
What do I do? The blood carries me all
over the body. I can mess up parts of the

brain that help people move, think, talk,
and feel. I am very harmful to children's
growing brains.



nicotinecaffeine

What am I? I am a drug found in �

coffee, tea, cocoa, and most soft drinks.

Where do I come from? I come from the

parts of some plants, like the coffee bean,

tea leaf, kola nut, and cacao pod.

What do I do? I make the heart and

brain work faster. I also can make a

person feel more awake.

What am I? I am usually smoked but

can be chewed or inhaled.

Where do I come from? I come from

the oily liquid substance in tobacco leaves.

What do I do? I make the heart, brain,

and other parts of the body work faster. I

can raise blood pressure, make a person

not want to eat, and even make a person

sick to the stomach. I am a very addictive

drug.

SNUFF



antibioticsillegal drugs

What am I? I am antibiotics.
Penicillin is a very common type 
of me.
Where do I come from? I am 
produced by bacteria and molds.
What do I do? I can help a 
sick person fight germs and get 
better.

What am I? There are laws against using me. I am 

very harmful to people! There are lots of different 

kinds of me, like marijuana and cocaine.

Where do I come from? I come from many places. 

sometimes I am made in labs, and other times  I come 

from plants that grow in nature.

What do I do? All of these drugs change the way the 

body and the brain work. People who use me might not be 

able to stop taking me, even if they become very, very 

sick. This is because I am addictive.


